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Overview

The purpose of this report is to document the work done to date in preparing the economic impact report on the recent changes to the Florida Building Code (FBC) and their potential impacts on residential and commercial property insurance rates in the State of Florida.

Research was performed on the actual changes to the Florida Building Code codified under House Bill 1021 (HB 1021), which was passed May 5, 2017 and signed into law by Governor Rick Scott on June 23, 2017. In this report, the bill’s changes relative to the FBC will be displayed in parentheses first by the bill number, followed by the FBC subsection amendment (HB 1021, FBC § X(X)). Under HB 1021, the 2017 Florida Building Code (2017 FBC) is to be used as the base Florida Building Code (FBC), with updates being readopted every three (3) years (HB 1021 Section 11, FBC § 11(7)(a)) based on recommendations of the Florida Building Commission (Commission). This changes the past precedent of the State adopting the newest International Code Council (ICC) edition released in that same time frame. Amendments meeting stated criteria could be made by the Commission annually as deemed necessary (HB 1021 Section 11, FBC § 553.73(9)(a)).

This creates a situation where Florida’s Building Code could differ from the national standards of the latest ICC Building Code used by other states. Some important protections related to health, safety, and welfare standards were added to help protect the interests of Florida’s citizens. Amendments to the FBC would be mandatory when needed to maintain funding and discounts from Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), the National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP), and the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) (HB 1021 Section 11, FBC § 553.73(7)(a)). Additionally, existing FBC standards related to the intrusion of water (flood protection) or wind resistance could not be reduced below the base standards of FBC 2017, but could be strengthened (HB 1021 Section 11, FBC § 553.73).

Figure 1: Research Plan
Scope of Work

1. Literature Review: Research the impact that potential changes to the Florida Building Code would have on residential and commercial property insurance rates in the state of Florida for various technical changes including:
   
   a. Reducing or increasing the model code provisions with respect to structural design to resist wind;
   
   b. Reducing or increasing the model code provisions with respect to flood protection;
   
   c. Reducing or increasing the model code provisions with respect to fire sprinkler protection and fire separation distance between buildings;
   
   d. Changing from a 3-year update code cycle to a 4-year, 5-year or 6-year update cycle;
   
   e. Adopting ISO-BCEGS electrical code;
   
   f. Identifying the impact of electrical code adoption on property insurance damage and repair claims.

2. Use the REMI PI+ model to develop several economic simulations that estimate the economic impact of building code and insurance rate changes in Florida and its counties.

   a. Develop a methodology and set of assumptions about cost estimates and insurance rate changes based on the best available data;
   
   b. Group Florida’s 67 counties into zones using the best available data (wind zones or flood risk zone);
   
   c. Prepare a report that summarizes the estimated impacts at the state level and for the different zones. The economic impact indicators discussed will be employment, output (sales), personal income, and gross domestic product;
   
   d. Provide information economic impact information by county in an Appendix.
Progress to Date

Work completed on the project at this point includes contracting subcontractors, and background research and starting the analysis. Figure 2 highlights research tasks that have been completed or are in progress at the compilation of this interim report.

Figure 2: Research Progress to date

Figure 3: QUASRnx Home Page
Value of Residential Properties in Florida

Introduction

In order to examine the potential impacts of the changes to the FBC on residential and commercial property insurance premiums, it is necessary to have a base value for them in Florida for 2017. For the research questions being addressed in this study, both premium values for residential and non-residential (commercial) properties are required. It is also necessary to examine separately insurance premiums (“flood policies”) in the 100-year flood plain (1% floodplain). Such flood policies for residential and commercial properties are made available through and backed by FEMA and the NFIP. Data gathered regarding these premium totals discussed in this Introduction will be described below.

Comprehensive Florida Residential Property Premiums

Data for residential premium values in Florida is available from the web site of the Florida Office of Insurance Regulation (OIR). A good source of data was found under the office’s data reporting site, the Quarterly and Supplemental Reporting System (QUASRng), found at the web link https://apps.fldfs.com/QSRNG/Reports/ReportCriteriaWizard.aspx (see Figure 2).

From the drop-down menu titled Select a Customized Report, residential insurance premiums can be brought up by quarter for a given year through QUARTRnx, the agency’s data search engine. As of the first quarter of 2014, State Farm Insurance data has not been included due to their filing being classified as trade secret data. It is therefore recommended that premium values for 2013 be used, so that State Farm data is captured. Either the mean or last quarter residential premium values could be used. Due to the comprehensive nature of the data provided, decisions would need to be made over many categories of premium values to be excluded. The inflation calculator discussed later in this report could be used to find the present value of these policies.

Florida Residential Flood Policies

For data on flood policies, numbers found from the FEMA web site are recommended to be used.
Particularly, data from the NFIPs BureauNet web site, https://bsa.nfipstat.fema.gov/ could be very useful for this project (Figure 3). By selecting the Reports link on the left side of the screen, the Policy Information by State report can be chosen. The report shows NFIP policies by state (Figure 5), or by clicking on the state’s name highlighted in blue, policy premium totals at the county and municipal level can be provided (Figure 6).
The value of this data is that it will allow the value of floodplain premiums in 2017 to be looked at either at the macro (state) or micro (county/city) data levels, or a combination thereof as required by the research.
Comprehensive Value of Commercial Building Premiums in Florida

In speaking with the OIR, it was stated that it does not keep records on insurance premiums for non-residential commercial structures. However, the web site of the National Association of Insurance Commissioners (NAIC) does provide this data under its annual reports titled Statistical Compilation of Annual Statement Information for Property/Casualty Insurance Companies. These reports are available through the web site: http://www.naic.org/prod_serv_publications.htm. The latest data for the total value of state premiums collected is for 2015. However, this data can be extrapolated using the inflation calculator from the Bureau of Labor Statistics found on the web at https://www.bls.gov/data/inflation_calculator.htm (see Figure 7)

![Figure 7: Bureau of Labor Statistics Inflation Calculator](image)

Modeling Impacts of Building Code Changes on Insurance Premiums

As was mentioned under Limitations of Project in the Contract for Services, one difficulty of the project will be access to proprietary information used by insurance companies in establishing rates based on construction code standards. Not only is this information proprietary, but it is very esoteric knowledge for a researcher not as familiar with the field. Also, the development of a modeling system for a project like this would be cost-prohibitive. As a result, the OIR recommends the best way to examine the potential impacts of the changes to the FBC on
residential and commercial insurance premiums would be by contracting to have construction scenarios run through the Florida Public Hurricane Loss Model, developed through Florida International University (FIU) for OIR. Used by experts in diverse fields such as meteorology, wind/structural engineering, computer science, GIS, as well as actuarial and mathematicians, this model uses various hurricane models to look at construction and insurance impacts of the storms. More information on the Florida Public Hurricane Loss Model can be found on the web at https://www4.cis.fiu.edu/hurricaneloss/.

Task 1.a. Reducing or Increasing the Model Code Provisions for Structural Wind Resistance

As mentioned earlier, HB 1021 restricts changes to the building code related to wind resistance so the standards cannot be decreased from those at the time of the bill’s adoption. The scenario applicable here would be examining the impact on residential and commercial property insurance premiums should ICC raised its code standards in other states, but the Florida code remain unchanged at its originally adopted standard. ICC changes to the wind load standards for garage and rolling doors is recommended as a good wind resistance standard to use for this research project. The 2017 Florida Wind-Bourne Debris Region map (Figure 8) would be used in the calculations of the wind resistance code change’s impacts on these insurance premiums. Different scenarios would then be run through the Florida Public Hurricane Loss Model.
Task 1.b. Reducing or Increasing Model Code Provisions for Flood Protection

As with Task 1.a. above, HB 1021 does not allow flood protection standards to be reduced below the level of the 2014 FBC. Additionally, the bill does not allow the standards below those that would jeopardize Florida’s funding of federal flood insurance under the NFIP. Thus, the only scenario that would be applicable here would be the ICC Building Code’s flood protection provisions being strengthened, but those of the NFIP and the FBC being left at their current standards. One potential code change scenario to examine would be the NFIP standard that areas below base flood elevation (BFE) have flood vents to help resistance of hydrostatic and hydrodynamic forces at a ratio of one (1) spare inch of flood venting for every one (1) square foot of enclosed space. Different scenarios for venting standards could be run under various storm conditions utilizing the Florida Public Hurricane Loss Model.

Task 1.c. Reducing or Increasing Model Code Provisions for Fire Sprinkler Protection and Fire Separation Protection Between Buildings

The code standards for fire sprinkler protection and fire separation between buildings will need to be further researched. Once these standards have been further researched, it can be determined how to best examine how changes in these regulations would impact residential and commercial insurance premiums.

Task 1.d. Changing from a Three (3) Year Code Update to a Four (4) Year, Five (5) Year, or Six (6) Year Update Cycle

Through a review of the final adopted version of HB 1021 it has been determined that the traditional three (3) update cycle of the UCC Building Code has been maintained with the FBC. This issue of changing the update cycle appears to have been dropped during the legislative process, and is thus now a moot point.

Task 1.e. Adopting the ISOB-BCEGS Building Code

Further research needs to be done on this issue.

Task 1.f. Identifying the Impact of Electrical Code Adoption on Property Insurance Damage and Repair Claims

Further research needs to be conducted on this issue.